Style Tech, LLC to Become Exclusive
Tat’z Nail’z Distributor in Utah
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, April 11, 2013 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Style Tech, a
provider of nail art technology for nail and beauty salons in the United
States, announced it has signed an exclusive distributorship with Fashion Tec
USA, Inc., a U.S. technology firm. This agreement will enable Style Tech to
make the Tat’z Nail’z imaging systems available to beauty and nail salons
across Utah and to expand its national service presence.
Tat’z Nail’z is a sophisticated machine that allows salon professionals to
print basically any design, logo or image onto natural or acrylic nails. The
touch screen makes it easy to select from hundreds of designs or the user can
import their own designs via the USB interface or the camera. Tat’z Nail’z
offers the most advanced technology in nail and toenail fashion and is the
hot new way to make fashion come to life. Tat’z Nail’z is currently in use
throughout nail salons in Europe where sales are quickly escalating due to
high demand and customer satisfaction.
“We have demonstrated the Tat’z Nail’z
salons throughout Utah and the reviews
of Style Tech, LLC. “We are excited to
ever changing industry and we are even
changes nail and beauty fashion and to

technology at cosmetology schools and
are positive,” said Rob Benchley, CEO
be a part of such a fast-paced and
more excited to see how Tat’z Nail’z
bring this opportunity to Utah.”

As a distributor of Tat’z Nail’z, Style Tech is able to offer the technology
through purchase or a low monthly lease, making it accessible to salon owners
and nail technicians. Tat’z Nail’z recently received the “Best Of Show” award
at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, Nevada. This achievement
demonstrates the state-of-the-art technology and the excitement surrounding
Tat’z Nail’z.
Additionally Style Tech will be displaying Tat’z Nail’z for salon
professionals and the public to see and try at the What A Woman Wants expo,
April 12-13, 2013 at the South Towne Expo Center. Come see the technology in
action at booth 202. Style Tech will also be demonstrating Tat’z Nail’z at
the Davis Chamber B2B expo at the GoDavis.biz booth on April 24, 2013.
About Style Tech, LLC:
Style Tech, LLC is a recently established technology provider of nail art
technology and the exclusive distributor of Tat’z Nail’z in Utah. Located in
Farmington, Utah, Style Tech is committed to bringing the latest in fashion
and beauty technology to Utah. For more information visit Style Tech at
http://www.styletech.biz/ .
Video: http://youtu.be/Y54jIPyYIHQ .
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